Welcome to the Year 10, 2017 Parent Evening
Principal’s Address

John Foley
LaSallian Youth Leadership

Calia Sandona
and
Nadia Loprete
Co-Curricular opportunities at SMC

Jordan Young
Key Points Year 10

Tony Healy
KEY DATES YR 10 2017

- CAD/RAD – Wednesday 21 & Thursday 22 June
- Future Pathways Day - Friday 30 June
- Graduation Assembly – Wednesday 26 July
- Year 10 into 11 Subject Counselling Day - Monday 28 August
- Year 10 Activities Day – Thursday 14 September
SENIOR SCHOOL TRANSITION

1. Week 9, Term 2: Future Pathways Day
2. Opportunity to adjust learning program in Semester 2
3. Week 1, Term 3: Year 10 Graduation Ceremony
4. Week 2, Term 3: Parent Information Evening
5. Week 6, Term 3: Subject Counselling for 2017 with Students & Parents
Who to contact when issues arise?

PASTORAL
- Pastoral Teacher (starting point in most instances)
- Year Level Director and Assistant Year Level Director
- Director of Pastoral Administration – Mr Williams
- Deputy Principal – Pastoral – Mr Lambert
- Principal – Mr Foley
Who to contact when issues arise?

TEACHING AND LEARNING

- Subject Teacher
  (starting point in most instances)
- Subject Coordinators/Heads of Department
- Director Curriculum and Assessment Administration – Ms Kemp
- Deputy Principal – Learning and Teaching Excellence – Ms Cimmino
- Principal – Mr Foley
To make an appointment, please see Mrs White or Mrs Tidd in Student Services, Benilde Building (in the Year 12 Area)
Student Responsibilities

- RESPECTFUL of others and their property
- STUDIOUS and WELL ORGANISED
- CARING of others and school resources
- HONEST
- PUNCTUAL
- WELL PRESENTED
- SELF DISCIPLINED
- POSITIVE and INVOLVED
- COURTEOUS
- SAFETY CONSCIOUS
- MINDFUL to enhance the College reputation
MAINTAIN A BALANCE

- Home Study
- Regular revision
- Sports training
- Family time
- Recreation time
- Social networking
- Part time jobs
PLP: PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN

10 CREDITS

PLP IS A COMPULSORY SUBJECT THAT RUNS FOR 3 LESSONS FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR

STUDENTS MUST ACHIEVE A ‘C’ GRADE OR ABOVE
Mathematics/English/PLP full year subjects

- Mathematics: Levels A, B & C

- 1 Semester compulsory units of:
  - History
  - Health & Physical Education
  - Science
  - Religious Education

- 4 Elective Subjects over the year
Yr 10’s are able to undertake a VET Course in Semester 2 to explore possible career pathways.

There is a cost attached but SMC pays 75% of the total.

More information will follow via assemblies and letters home.
Possible VET Courses

- Hospitality (Front of House + cooking); 1/2 day/week (semester); SMC
- Introduction to Construction; ½ day for 15 weeks; Rosewater
- Photography; ½ day for the semester (Fridays) Marleston
- Intro to Event Management; Tues 4-7; City
- Hairdressing or Makeup; ½ day for 15 weeks; Rosewater
- Introduction to Metal Engineering; ½ day for 15 weeks Rosewater
Possible VET Courses

- Intro to Interior Design Tues 4.00 - 6.00; TAFE
- Cert 1 Automotive (semester) Rosewater
- Intro to Early Childhood, Education & Care (semester) City
- Intro to Studio Recording... Mon 4.00 – 6.45 (semester) City
- Cert 1 Animal Studies... Friday all day; Term 3 or 4 TAFE; Gilles Plains
- Intro to Nursing and Community Care Mon 4.15-7.15 pm; City
Be the Best YOU can Be!
Year 10
Pastoral Staff
2017
Mr Tony Healy
Year 10 Director
Mr Frank Palladino
Assistant Year 10 Director
10BL

Mr Anthony Blencowe
Thomas BARKER
Angelina BONE
Nicholas BORG
Aiden BURGESS
Madison BURLOW
Michele CAMOZZATO
Brooklyn CARUSO
Ruby CAVAIUOLO
Taylah CAVALLARO
Tyson COLLETT
Cooper CONDELLI
Ethan CROWE
Breanna DALLY
Michael DEPALO
Alysha FITZGERALD
Chloe FORBY
Mitchell GUIDERA
Reece HOLMES
Joshua LARVEN
Diane PAPPAS
Kieran PAYNE
Lisa RICCIUTO
Ananya SHARMA
Alexander STOJANOVIC
Jesse WERNER
Zak WORTHLEY

10FM
Ms Anne Finlay & Ms Tess Morcom
10MO
Mr Gianni Monti
Ms Nancy Ruggiero

Antonio BARILLA
Zani BATES
Milan BINETTI
Emily BLAGDANIC
Jessica FOX
Camilla HABERFIELD
Timothy KAMENJARIN
Dominique KOURTIS
Indigo KUCHEL
Sophia LAGONICOS
Declan LETHBRIDGE
Tyronne LOBO
Robert LULI
Brianna MCCULLOCH
Noah MITTIGA
Benjamin MORRIS
Mark MUDRONJA
Harrison PANUCCIO
Jayden ROBERTS
Ruby ROSS
Jack SCOTNEY
Michael SKORPOS
Madison STANLEY
Zach STEVENS
Kyeton TOMEO
Nicholas TRIPODI-BASLIS
Emmanuel CLIRONOMOS
Daisy CRONIN
Dario FABRETTO
Zackary FANTUS
Matthew FULFORD
Taylah GREEN
Mohammad HEIDARI
Maddison HOFFMANN
Blake JARMAN
Keziah KAPETANOS
Christian LIGUORO
Ebony MINAGALL
Liam MOORE
Lindsey OULD
Taylah PLUMMER
Max PLUNKETT
Justin RICHARDSON
Maiye RIGNEY
Duh Lian Thang RUALHLENG
Arjun SHARMA
Jasmine STUBING
Skye VAN DER VLIES
Cameron VARNEY
Daniel ZAJKOV
Mr Mark Stephens
Louise BARBARO
Harrison BURNER
Adam BUTTS
Sebastian CHEHADE
Emawayish CHEKOLE
Joshua CRITCHLEY
Jonathon DE DOMINICIS
Hannah FRAGOMENI
Alyssia GUGLIELMUCCI
Joshua HALLER
Luca IELASI
Paris KEMP
Patrick KIDMAN
Sotiri LIAMBIS
Marcus MARRAPODI
Madison MCLEOD
Lucas MERCURIO
John MOSCHOU
Jordan NEDOSYKO
Isabelle RAPUANO
Ivan SIMAC
Aleesha STONE
Tihana SUICA
Tyra TACHOS
Benjamin UNDERWOOD-WALLS
Lucy WALTER

10TU
Mr Grant Turner
Thank you for attending the Year 10, 2017 Parent Evening